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Abstract— In this paper we investigate the interaction between
TCP and wireless ARQ mechanisms. The aim is to understand
what is the best reliability degree of the wireless link in order to
guarantee TCP performance. For this purpose, we first develop
a Markov model for a selective repeat ARQ protocol, widely used
in the current wireless environments. Secondly, we design a crosslayer algorithm that, by exploiting the proposed model, can adapt
the number of link layer transmission attempts to the end-to-end
packet loss rate perceived by TCP. The interaction between TCP
and link layer is evaluated in a specific case study (TCP over 3G
radio access) by means of simulations carried out by using a very
detailed UMTS-TDD simulator based on ns. The deployment of
the link layer Markov model and of the proposed algorithm allows us to derive some interesting conclusions about the design of
retransmission protocols in TCP/IP network environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last years, the issues regarding the behavior of TCP
over wireless links have been extensively addressed in the networking research community, both because TCP represents
the most widespread transport protocol in the current Internet
(about 90 percent of the overall IP traffic is carried by TCP according to recent experimental measurements [1]) and because
Internet access through wireless technologies is rapidly taking
up. Recent and thorough reviews of general problems and possible solutions regarding this specific topic can be found for
example in [2], [3] and [4].
In this context, the specific aim of the present work is to investigate the impact of wireless link layer ARQ mechanisms
on TCP performance through both analytic methods and simulation environments. In particular we are interested in studying
how the degree of persistence of the radio link layer affects endto-end TCP performance and wireless link utilization.
In the current literature this aspect of the link layer design
appears to be quite a controversial issue. In fact, with respect
to the three commonly considered solutions - persistent and
fully reliable ARQ (i.e., unlimited number of retransmission attempts), semi-reliable ARQ (i.e., with a fixed limit on the number of retransmissions), and ARQ with a dynamically adaptive
limit - there is no agreement on which of them is the best in
order to maximize TCP performance.
Most of the works on TCP over wireless (e.g., [5], [6]) implicitly assume that wireless links are not fully shielded from
“random” errors caused by the non-ideality of the radio channel (i.e., they assume an unreliable or semi-reliable link layer);
therefore they propose a number of mechanisms in order to
avoid undesired reductions of TCP throughput in presence of
“non-congestion” wireless packet losses. A non persistent ARQ
approach would have the advantage of reducing spurious TCP
timeouts and packet reordering with a benefit for TCP.

Conversely, another “school of thought” (e.g., [7], [8]) asserts that the wireless link layer should be fully reliable to preserve TCP performance. This choice guarantees that any loss
detected by TCP is due to congestion.
In [9] the authors propose a link layer algorithm that adapts
the number of retransmission attempts according to a target loss
rate, used as parameter to describe a desired QoS for a TCP
connection. They show that TCP performance can be improved
by adapting the maximum number of retransmissions to the desired QoS rather than leaving it constant.
In a previous work [10] it has been verified by means of simulations that, when the packet loss probability experienced by
the TCP connection in the wireless link is of the same order of
magnitude as the one experienced in the wired network portion,
TCP performance is essentially not affected by the wireless impairment. Hence, we can argue that TCP performance is not
substantially improved by implementing a fully reliable wireless link layer, when TCP experiences significant packet loss
events in the wired part of the network. Moreover, a number
of earlier experimental works (see for example [11] and [12])
pointed out that the wired Internet is far from being ideal, given
that congestion packet loss events are rather frequent (even 1 to
10 percent). To force a large number of retransmissions in the
wireless link could have a negative impact in terms of utilization efficiency, without improving TCP performance.
In this work, we develop a Markov model able to reproduce
a selective repeat ARQ link layer protocol, widely used in the
wireless link environments (e.g., 3G systems). By means of
this model, by adopting an approach similar to the one developed in [9], we design an adaptive cross-layer algorithm that
dynamically varies the number of maximum retransmissions in
the ARQ protocol according to the end-to-end loss rate experienced by TCP. The novelty with respect to [9] is that the target
loss rate of the link layer is actually derived from TCP running estimates of the end-to-end packet loss. We evaluate the
analytic model and the proposed algorithm in a specific and realistic case study (TCP over UMTS radio access) by means of
a very detailed ns based UMTS-TDD simulator.
The analytic link layer model and the evaluation process of
the proposed adaptive algorithm allow us to derive some interesting conclusions about the impact of link layer retransmission
mechanisms on TCP performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II
we depict the network reference scenario. In Section III we describe the adaptive retransmission algorithm and the link layer
Markov model. In Section IV we evaluate the proposed algorithm through a number of simulations and discuss the results.
Finally we give the conclusions and some hints to further work.

III. A DAPTIVE L INK L AYER A LGORITHM

Fig. 1. Network scenario.

II. R EFERENCE N ETWORK S CENARIO
The reference network scenario considered in this work is
depicted in Figure 1. A TCP sender (receiver) placed on a mobile node establishes a connection with a TCP receiver (sender)
placed within the wired section of the Internet. We use the TCP
Reno version [14], today the most popular TCP implementation. The TCP source is a “greedy source”, always ready to
send new data. The rapid development of “peer-to-peer” applications and high-speed access links, that allow the exchange of
large amount of data among users, makes this hypothesis rather
realistic. Besides, already now, according to [1], streams having lifetimes of hours to days carry a high proportion (50 or 60
percent) of the total amount of traffic on the wired Internet.
In order to reproduce the non-ideality of the network, TCP
packets are dropped in the wired portion of the Internet according to a random process assumed independent of the TCP
connection status1 . The wireless access network of the mobile
TCP terminal is assumed to be a UMTS-TDD radio interface,
although for the purpose of this work it could be a generic wireless link implementing a selective repeat ARQ mechanism.
Here we only describe the acknowledged mode (AM) of the
UMTS RLC layer ([13]) with the options used in our study,
given that a detailed presentation of the UMTS-TDD system is
beyond the purpose of this paper.
The AM RLC uses a selective repeat ARQ mechanism for error recovery. Data of arbitrary size is accepted from the upper
layers and, once segmented into fixed size PDUs, placed in the
RLC transmission buffer; PDUs are transmitted when the MAC
indicates that there are available transmission resources. A sliding window mechanism regulates the transmission of PDUs.
On reception of a PDU, after decoding, the physical layer performs error detection, and passes the result of the check to the
RLC layer, together with data. When the last PDU of a SDU is
received, the receiving RLC sends a Status PDU to the transmitter to indicate which PDUs were received correctly and which
PDUs require retransmission. To avoid deadlock states a number of timers are implemented in the protocol.
Many parameters can be configured; among them the size
of the transmission window, the size of Data PDU and Status
PDU, the size of the RLC transmission buffer and the duration
of the timers. Of particular relevance to us is the possibility
to set the maximum number of retransmissions per each PDU:
when this number is reached, the RLC determines that it is impossible to deliver the data correctly, therefore it discards the
whole SDU and advertises the peer RLC entity. The RLC has
been configured for in-sequence delivery.
1 This hypothesis appears to be valid when the traffic generated by the target
TCP connection is a negligible fraction of the overall traffic crossing the TCP
connection path in the considered wired network.

By following a cross-layer approach, the proposed adaptive
algorithm is based on the exchange of information between the
wireless link layer and the TCP entity (either sender or receiver)
placed on the mobile node.
Let PT CP be the TCP end-to-end packet loss probability, PW
be the probability of packet losses due to congestion and PLL
be the TCP packet loss probability on the wireless link2 .
If we assume that PW and PLL are independent, the following expression holds:
1 − PT CP = (1 − PW ) (1 − PLL )

(1)

Given PLL and PT CP , we can derive PW from (1). Hence,
we compute the target link layer packet loss probability P̂LL as
P̂LL = αPW , with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 a system parameter representing
the percentage amount of losses we accept in the wireless link
with respect to the losses due to congestion. The key idea is
to adapt the link layer to balance the “random” packet losses
experienced in the wireless link to the losses due to congestion.
Given the target link layer packet loss probability P̂LL , we
are able to compute the maximum number of retransmission attempts by using the expression derived from the analytic model
developed in the following Section III-A.
The packet loss probability PT CP experienced on the end-toend path and the packet loss probability PLL experienced on the
wireless section are estimated by means of the moving window
algorithms described in Section III-B.
A. Computing the maximum ARQ retransmission attempts
In this section we describe the discrete Markov model developed to reproduce the reference wireless link environment depicted in Section II and to derive the maximum retransmission
attempts of the ARQ protocol, given a target link layer SDU
loss probability3 .
The radio channel is modeled as a Gilbert-Elliot channel with
two states (GOOD and BAD) [15], widely used in related literature to characterize wireless transmission medium (see for example [16]). The GOOD state is the one with very low packet
error probability pG , whereas the BAD state is the one with
high packet error probability pB .
The discrete Markov chain, with unit time τ , is characterized
by the following transition probabilities: g and b represent the
probability that the channel remains respectively in the state
GOOD and BAD during the sampling time τ and 1−g and 1−b
the transition probabilities from the GOOD state to the BAD
state and vice-versa. The b and g parameters can be estimated
by direct field measurements on the basis of the mean time in
the BAD state τ /(1 − b) and of the mean time in the GOOD
state τ /(1 − g).
The selective repeat ARQ protocol is modeled with a discrete
Markov chain which reproduces the transmission of a single
and isolated SDU, under the following assumptions: i) the SDU
is segmented at the link layer in npdu PDUs of equal size; ii) all
2 By TCP packet loss on the wireless link we mean the residual packet error
after the deployment of link layer ARQ mechanisms. PW includes both the
losses due to RLC buffer overflows and the losses experienced in the wired
network.
3 A link layer SDU corresponds to an IP packet carrying a TCP segment.

The expected value of η is the mean number of transmissions
per SDU and can be evaluated as follows:
E[η] =

∞
X

nP r{η = n} =

n=0

Fig. 2. Markov chain.

the PDUs belonging to the SDU are transmitted in a single time
interval of duration τ ; iii) the ack is delivered without errors
at the end of the time interval; iv) all the PDUs which require
retransmission are sent again in the next time interval, and so
on; v) the error events of different PDUs conditional on the
state of the channel are independent of one another.
A chain state is defined by the vector s = (C, X), where:
• C ∈ {GOOD, BAD} is the Gilbert-Elliot channel state;
• X ∈ [0, npdu ] is the number of PDUs, belonging to the
considered SDU, still to be transmitted.
In Figure 2 the Markov chain for a single state channel C is
shown. A transition from the state (C, k) to the state (C, k 0 )
represents the event that k − k 0 PDUs are transmitted successfully and k 0 PDUs are transmitted with error; only transitions
from k to k 0 with k 0 ≤ k are allowed. The transition probability bC (k, k 0 ) is the probability to fail k 0 transmissions out of
k:
µ ¶
0
k k0
bC (k, k 0 ) =
pC · (1 − pC )k−k
0
k
where pC is the error probability in the state C. The transition
matrix TC is:
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Extending the chain for the two-state Gilbert-Elliot channel,
the transition probability matrix of the whole process becomes:
·
¸
g · TG
(1 − g) · TG
P=
(1 − b) · TB
b · TB
Let T∗C be a matrix obtained from TC by removing the first
row and the first column, the matrix Q is defined as:
·
¸
g · T∗G
(1 − g) · T∗G
Q=
(1 − b) · T∗B
b · T∗B
Q is the one step transition probability matrix of a transient
Markov chain, whose absorption time η gives the number of
frames needed to complete the delivery of the PDUs making
up an SDU. The residual SDU loss probability, provided the
number of transmission attempts per PDU is n, is defined as
follows: F (n) = P r{η > n} = π Qn e for n ≥ 0 where
e = [1 . . . 1]T and π is the 2npdu components row vector of the
initial probabilities; π is equal to [0 . . . πG , 0 . . . πB ], where πC
is the initial probability to stay in the channel state C.

∞
X

F (n) = π (I − Q)−1 e (2)

n=0

The mean number of transmissions per SDU, when the number of transmissions per PDU is limited to Mt , is:
E[η|n ≤ Mt ] =

M
t −1
X

F (n) = π (I − QMt )(I − Q)−1 e (3)

n=0

When npdu is equal to 1, equations (2) and (3) represent the
mean value of the number of transmissions per PDU.
In Section IV we use the ratio R = E[η|n ≤ Mt ]/E[η]
computed for npdu = 1 to explain the impact of retransmission
attempts on the wireless link efficiency.
Now we derive a useful approximate expression for the residual SDU loss probability F (n). Q is similar by row and column permutations to a triangular block matrix with blocks of
2 × 2 elements; the eigenvalues can be easily computed from
the diagonal blocks. It is possible to show that the maximum
eigenvalue of Q is λ1 with 0 < λ1 < 1:
p
gpG + bpB + (gpG + bpB )2 − 4pB pG (g + b − 1)
λ1 =
2
Furthermore, from the spectral decomposition of Q, the following limit holds:
Qn
= u1 v1
n→∞ λn
1
lim

(4)

where u1 and v1 are the right and the left eigenvectors of Q
relevant to λ1 , normalized so that v1 u1 = 1.
Hence, we can approximate F (n) by using the asymptotic
value from the equation (4) and write:
F (n) ' π u1 v1 eλn1 = cλn1
To find the constant c we must calculate the eigenvectors of
the matrix Q belonging to λ1 . The eigenvectors computation
complexity can be too high for a run-time algorithm. Therefore
in our link layer mechanism we adopt a further approximation
of F (n), named F̂ (n). F̂ (n) is obtained by imposing that F̂ (1)
is the error probability without retransmissions F (1) = c · λ1 =
1 − [πG (1 − pG )npdu + πB (1 − pB )npdu ] and assuming F̂ (n)
has the same asymptotic slope of F (n). Therefore, for n ≥ 1:
¤
£
(5)
F̂ (n) = 1 − [πG (1 − pG )npdu + πB (1 − pB )npdu ] λn−1
1
The maximum number of transmissions per PDU Mt is set
by inverting (5), given a requirement on F (Mt ).
The Markov model has been validated by means of simulations carried out with a UMTS-TDD module for ns that simulates the TD-CDMA radio interface shown in Section II4 . In
all the simulations shown in this section and in Section IV, the
4 The UMTS module, available at [19], is able to accurately reproduce physical, MAC and RLC layers of UMTS-TDD apart from the two-state Markov
model of the radio channel.
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Fig. 3. Selective repeat ARQ Markov model validation.

Fig. 4. TCP Goodput varying the packet loss probability on the wired network.

following parameters are left unchanged: TCP packet size is
1000 bytes, the RLC payload size is 40 bytes (so that the number npdu of PDUs per SDU is 25), the error probabilities in
the GOOD and BAD states are respectively pG = 0.01 and
pB = 0.9, the capacity of the links in the wired Internet is large
enough to avoid buffer backlogs.
In Figure 3 the loss probability values computed by the
model (solid line), by the approximate expression (5) (dotted
line) and as derived from the simulations (circles and crosses)
are shown for g = 0.9 and b = 0.1 and 0.9, corresponding to a
low error burstiness and high error burstiness respectively.
Given the accuracy of the simulator in reproducing UMTS
stack, several hypotheses necessary to define the model are not
verified in the simulations (e.g., PDUs are no longer independent, the reception of the STATUS PDU is not instantaneous,
timers and the sliding window are implemented in the simulator). In spite of these differences and of the fact that we use
TCP as transport protocol, both exact and approximate models
appear to be quite accurate against the simulation results.

if the TCP receiver is placed on the mobile node, PT CP is used
by the link layer entity placed on the base station.
As for the wireless packet loss probability PLL estimation,
the RLC entities have to recognize two events: i) the correct
reception of a SDU; ii) the loss of a SDU. The first event is detected when the RLC transmitting entity receives a Status PDU
acknowledging (or completing the acknowledgment of) all the
PDUs which make up an SDU. The second event is detected
when, after reaching the maximum number of retransmissions,
the RLC layer drops an SDU.
To estimate the error probability, we compute a moving average of the loss frequency over a suitable number of transmitted
SDUs (in the simulations we use a window of 100 SDUs).

B. Estimating packet loss probabilities
In order to compute the end-to-end TCP packet loss probability PT CP we first have to detect TCP packet loss events. We
consider two cases: i) as for the TCP receiver we use the algorithm described in [17]. The algorithm detects a lost packet
by the arrival of at least three packets with a higher sequence
number than the lost packet; that to be coherent with the TCP
fast retransmit algorithm; ii) as for the TCP sender, the packet
loss detection is driven by fast retransmit and timeout events.
To compute the TCP loss event probability PT CP , we calculate the average number of packets Imean successfully transmitted between two consecutive loss events (called loss event
intervals). This is done using a filter that weights the eight most
recent loss event intervals in such a way that the measured loss
event probability changes smoothly. The filter developed to derive Imean is throughly described in [17]. Thus, the TCP loss
event probability is PT CP = 1/Imean .
TCP passes the value of PT CP to the link layer entity after
every update. If the TCP sender is placed on the mobile node,
PT CP is used directly by the link layer entity below; otherwise,

IV. R ESULTS
In this section we discuss the results of the simulations carried out to investigate the interaction between different persistent degree RLC protocols and TCP. The simulation scenario is
the one described in Section II.
First, to point out the effect of limiting the maximum number
of retransmission attempts, the TCP goodput as function of the
wired packet loss probability is shown in Figure 4 for different
values of Mt , for Mt unlimited and for Mt adaptive according
to the proposed algorithm. In these simulations the round trip
delay on the wired section of the network is 0.3 s (solid line)
and 1 s (dotted line), α = 0.1, b = 0.9, g = 0.9 and the RLC
buffer is assumed infinite so that the only losses on the radio
interface are due to the channel impairment and PW coincides
with the wired loss probability.
In Figure 5 the TCP goodput is shown as function of the RLC
buffer size when Mt is unlimited and when the adaptive algorithm is implemented (for the values of α 0.1 and 1). In this
case we assume no losses in the wired network.
As shown in Figure 4, the maximum TCP goodput is always
obtained either with unlimited Mt or by adapting Mt according
to the proposed algorithm. We observe a degradation in TCP
performance when Mt is limited independently of the loss experienced by TCP in the wired network. By using the adaptive
algorithm we introduce residual loss probability on the wireless link (α = 0.1 corresponds to a loss probability 10 percent
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of the wired loss probability), nevertheless TCP performance is
not affected. This is also confirmed by the results shown in Figure 5, where it is possible to note that TCP performance is not
affected by the residual error rate introduced by the algorithm,
in particular for high error burstiness (b = 0.9) and α = 0.1.
The aim of the proposed adaptive algorithm would be to improve wireless link utilization without reducing TCP performance. As shown in the previous figures our algorithm satisfies the condition upon TCP performance; however, it gives
no improvement in terms of wireless link efficiency as shown
in Figure 6, which graphs the ratio R derived in Section III-A.
The value of R represents the gain margin in terms of efficiency
that can be obtained by setting the maximum number of transmissions (Mt ) with respect to the case of unlimited Mt . To
obtain an improvement in wireless efficiency, R should be substantially less than 1. In the figure it appears that R begins to decrease only for very high loss probabilities (larger than 0.01) on
the wireless link. This behavior is confirmed by computing the
energy efficiency (i.e., the ratio between the number of bits correctly received and the bits transmitted) in the simulations with
fixed Mt : for instance, when RT T = 0.3 s and b = 0.9, the
energy efficiency decreases from 0.65 to 0.48 as Mt increases
from 4 to 16, whereas it does not change as Mt increases from
16 to 32, while TCP goodput continues to increase.
So the ranges of values for which wireless link efficiency
could be improved by limiting the maximum number of retransmission attempts is not feasible from the point of view of TCP
performance. This holds for our algorithm as well as for any
algorithm that confines itself to (either statically or adaptively)
limiting the number of retransmission attempts.
Summing up, on the one hand, for TCP performance it is not
strictly necessary to provide unlimited retransmissions in the
wireless link (in fact, our adaptive algorithm achieves equal performance by limiting the retransmissions). On the other hand,
there is no improvement in wireless efficiency if we limit the
number of retransmissions. Hence, the best and simplest choice
for TCP is to adopt a fully reliable link layer protocol. In the
light of these facts, designing ad hoc TCP protocols that try to
distinguish “congestion” losses from “wireless” losses seems to
be pointless.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the interactions between ARQ
mechanisms and TCP behavior. The major contribute of this
work is to give some precise indications on the design of the
link layer protocol for mobile computing applications.
As further work we want to verify our conclusions in network
scenarios including multiple and non-persistent TCP flows.
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